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 Streets Division, City of Philadelphia Memo 

To: M. Rink, Project Manager, ATS, Inc. 

From: S. Henderson, Streets Division, City of Philadelphia  

Date: June 6, 2006 

Subject: Quality Plan – Pole and Pole Attachment Geodatabase 

I have reviewed your Quality Plan for the City of Philadelphia’s Pole and Pole 

Attachment Geodatabase project.  The plan is well organized and into three sections, 

introduction, methodology, and list of resources, each had good points for ensuring a 

quality project.  I believe it will help ensure that the project is a success, but I have a 

few concerns and questions as outlined below: 

• Introduction – The introduction provided a good outline of the main points to be 

considered in the quality plan.  The two areas you are highlighting for your quality 

plan, the geodatabase’s fitness of use, and the accuracy of converted data are of 

primary concern to my fellow employees of the Streets Department.  The 

introduction concludes by stating the plan will discuss “how additional quality data will 

be collected once the migration is complete so that ATS can measure if the new 

geodatabase is an improvement over the original shapefiles.”  I did not find this 

addressed later in the plan.   

• Methodology – I found your explanation that the new geodatabase design would 

be free of the existing null fields found in the shapefile to be a good example of 

how the fitness of use would be better.  Are there other benefits of a geodatabase 

that would make it more fit for use than our current shapefiles?  You mention 
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several meetings at which you will gather information to help ensure that a quality 

product is created; I recommend providing written minutes from the meeting for 

review to the City as soon as possible after the meeting to catch misunderstandings 

early in the process.  It would also be useful to outline procedures for receiving and 

responding to user concerns and questions during the development process.  I 

would also suggest using some kind of statistical sampling of random attributes in 

the shapefiles before conversion to compare them to the same fields in the 

geodatabase after conversion as a quality check. 

 

• List of Resources – In addition to the ATS staff you outline in the list of resources, 

I believe the City’s GIS Analyst will be an important resource to consider in your 

quality plan.  Perhaps in addition to your other proposals, the City’s GIS Analyst 

and a small number of users from the Streets Division could form a committee to 

review the progress of quality assurance plan during implementation?  

 

Thank you for the chance to review the quality plan; with just a few modifications it 

should be an asset for the execution and implementation of the project successfully. 


